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Page Publishing, Inc., United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.A MYSTERY MUSICAL LOVE STORY Many Years, Many Tears is
a story of mystery, drama, tragedy, poetry, music, and romance. This book was inspired by actual
events. The story of Many Years, Many Tears, rides on a rainbow, as a renowned vocalist singing
career rises to the top, and crashes to the bottom in dismal darkness. A Crooner of romantic
ballads, Tony Lawrence, whose unique voice colors the words of great love songs, as he sings his
way over enchanting emotions that impacts the life of a beautiful woman. Tina. The author creates
a subjective atmosphere that adds meaning to exciting, emotional, and genuine affection. An
attractive adult male, Tony Lawrence, armed with dangerous weapons; talent, and ambition, and a
girl named Tina, who mysteriously disappears from his life. Tony s talent for writing and crooning
romantic and moody words makes the ending more impressive as the author takes you on a
musical journey, as his dark future is taken for a ride, enlarging his sense of morality, leading him to
an unforgettable ending. THIS BOOK IS DEDICATED TO TINA, WHEREVER...
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Reviews
This publication will never be e ortless to get started on reading through but very entertaining to read through. It normally is not going to expense too
much. I discovered this publication from my dad and i encouraged this book to find out.
-- O tilia Schinner
This pdf is amazing. It really is rally exciting throgh looking at time. I am easily could possibly get a satisfaction of looking at a created publication.
-- Pa tience B echtela r
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